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MEETING MINUTES 
BIOLOGY CLUSTER  

March 26, 2019 
1:30-3:30pm 

NS 129, Lake Worth Campus 

 

 
ITEM 1.   Cluster Chair & Scribe Nominations (Fall 2019 & Spring 2020)  

Discussion: Nomination requests made. Tod Fairbanks nominated for Cluster Chair. Archie 
Ammons nominated for cluster scribe.  
 
Action: Tod Fairbanks voted as 2019-2020 Cluster Chair. Archie Ammons voted as 2019-2020 
cluster scribe.  
 
 
ITEM 2.   General Education Course Designation Changes  

– BSC 2086, BSC 2421, MCB 2010 
 
Sent from Assessment Office: 
“The updated process has finally made it through all of the appropriate screenings and approvals, and requests 
can now be made. The timeline for requests and approvals (in cases where approval is granted) will follow the 
published curriculum timeline. This year, we will make an exception for the few clusters who made a suggestion 
last spring and are able to formalize the request now. In those cases, we will expedite the process and strive to 
make any approved designations effective in 2019-2020. If your cluster is interested in making your request this 
semester, here is your need-to-know information. 
  

1. NOW! Review the applicable attached form (to add or delete the gen ed designation) and, if you wish to 
proceed, get on your cluster’s agenda for 3/26. 

2. On 3/26: Formalize approval from the cluster and document in the minutes. This will be required with 
your request. 

3. By 4/5/19:  Complete and submit one of the attached forms for each change request. Choose the form 
based on whether your wish to add or delete the general education designation from the course. 

4. On 4/12/19: Meet with General Education Council to discuss the request. Meetings will be scheduled 
during the morning; specific times for each course will be dependent on number of submissions and 
communicated on April 9th. It is likely that your specific time will require your presence at the Council 
meeting for about 10-20 minutes. 

  
We acknowledge you have been waiting to hear about this for several months and hope to accommodate you 
should you choose to move forward with this now, but please know the new process is fully integrated into the 
curriculum process and will allow clusters to submit requests anytime as we move forward (rather than only every 
few years).  
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… Here is the list of courses that received suggestions for changes in the general education status.” 
  

Course ID Course Title 
Suggested Change to Gen 
Ed Course Designation 

LIS 2004 Library Science Add (not currently offered) 

PHI1100 Philosophy Add 

SLS1303 Job Search Add 

SLS 1501 FYE Add 

SPN1120, FRE1120, GER1120 (Intro Foreign Language courses) Add 

BUL 2241 Business Law Add 

CGS1100 Microcomputer Applications Add 

GEB1011 Intro to Business Add 

WOH 1022 Modern World History Add 

AMH 2010  US History  before 1865 Remove 

BSC2086 A&P II Remove 

BSC2421 Intro to Biotech Remove 

MCB2010 Microbiology Remove 

  
  

Discussion: The biology courses listed were put for discussion for removal in Fall as a test run 
by the Cluster Chair who is a member of the Gen Ed Council, but cluster opted to 
only *discuss issue*. BSC 2421 was removed as discussion item during Fall 
meeting but was inadvertently included in Assessment Office list by mistake. 

 
Action: Vote in favor of removal of (BSC 2086 and MCB 2010) courses from Gen Ed designation 
 In Favor: 1 
 Not in Favor: 21 
   
Results of Vote: 

BSC 2086 – do not remove from Gen Ed designation 
BSC 2421 – do not remove from Gen Ed designation (this course was added by mistake) 
MCB 2010 – do not remove from Gen Ed designation 

 

 

 ITEM 3. Pillars of Instructional Excellence Activity  
Sent from District: 

“To help faculty developers plan and schedule professional development activities for the Center for Teaching 

and Learning Excellence, please review the Pillars of Instructional Excellence (P.I.E) and then identify one 

Pillar with the most growth potential for the cluster.  

https://www.palmbeachstate.edu/PIE/ 

 

Consider the growth potential for both full-time and adjunct faculty. Once the Pillar is identified, add any 

explanation or support the cluster believes would help developers plan and schedule professional 

development activities districtwide. Submit by email to Jennifer Hudson (hudsonj@palmbeachstate.edu).” 

 

 
 

https://www.palmbeachstate.edu/PIE/
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Discussion: Cluster polled on how many faculty were relatively new. Cluster briefly discussed 
different pillars. Cluster attempted to ascertain what precisely was being asked for us to do (for 
the follow-up questions), as the language was abbreviated. 
 
Action: Cluster voting on each Pillar.  
Manage – 1. Assess - 0. Know – 12. Engage – 2. Include – 0. Thrive – 6. 
PIE piece selected by cluster – “KNOW” pillar selected by Biology Cluster 
 
Explanation/Support for To Help Developers Plan & Schedule Professional Development for it 
 – In earlier years at PBSC, cluster invited speakers within natural sciences discipline and/or 
participated in off-site development activities. Cluster in favor of reintroducing developmental 
education field trips to improve subject matter knowledge. Biology cluster also receptive to 
inviting members from other clusters.  
 

 

ITEM 4. Textbook Committee – MCB 2010  

MCB 2010 – Chair- Allen. Members - King, Allen, Liang, Stashenko, Rudayeva, Fairbanks, 
Christensen 
 
Committee Vote: MCB2010 –  Microbiology: An Introduction, 13th Ed.  

Author:  Tortora, Funke & Case     

Publisher:  Pearson 

Discussion: Loose-leaf and hardcover options available. Bookstores will not buy back looseleaf 
format. Inquiries were made about recommending hardcover format.  
 
Action: Vote for single ordering format only (hardcover) for bookstore ordering -  
Opposed to hardcover- only format – 4 
Abstain – everyone else 
 
Cluster Voting for MCB 2010 Textbook Committee Selection.  
Opposed - 0 
Abstain 2 
In favor – 21 
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ITEM 5. Textbook Committee – MCB 2010L 

MCB 2010L Chair - Allen. Members - King, Allen, Liang, Stashenko, Rudayeva, Fairbanks, 
Christensen 
 
Committee Vote: MCB2010L –  Microbiology Laboratory Theory & Application – customized for 

PBSC             

Author:  Leboffe & Pierce    

Publisher:  Morton 

Discussion: Committee selection made to Cluster. 
Action: Cluster Voting for MCB 2010L Textbook Committee Selection.  
Opposed - 0 
Abstain 2 
In favor – 21 
 
 

ITEM 6. VEC 1201. Request to reactivate VEC 1201 - Growing Vegetables 

Discussion: The Horticulture department would like to reactivate this course. The Curriculum 
Committee requires Cluster Approval as a pre-requisite step.  
 
Action: Cluster Voting. Motion Unanimous to Approve VEC 1201 course reactivation. 
 
 
 
ITEM 7: Streamlining Textbook Committee Chairperson Selection Process 
 
Here is the current process (approved by cluster vote August 2017) 

“Vote to leave this decision (voting for textbook chairs) to individual textbook committees; 
 Timeline of one week following faculty receipt of Formal Cluster Minutes (Mid-Fall meeting) for 
all textbook committees to complete and finalize faculty rosters and faculty chairs by this  
time. If a vote is needed for a chair, the relevant textbook selection committee will vote 
 and determine outcome by aforementioned deadline.” 
 
The new process has experienced problems with the delayed chair voting. Not finishing this 
during the formal meeting creates burdensome and very time consuming remote back-and-forth 
emails. This delayed the MCB committee chair votes by over a week last year (thus pushing 
back total delays post-meeting to 3 weeks) and was a total nightmare to keep all the individual 
messaged emails straight. And that was just for two books with identical committees. Strongly 
recommend that cluster chairs be decided during the formal Fall meeting by whatever 
committee members are physically present (or who have submitted votes in absentia).  
 
Discussion: brief explanation of problems with recently adopted new textbook committee 
system.  
 
Action: Will address this fully at August 2019 cluster meeting. 
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ITEM 8. Examination & Evaluation of “Fully Online” Laboratory Courses  

Discussion: Short summary on rising national interest in offering online laboratory courses. A 
2016 randomized meta-analysis reported that hybrid or online laboratory courses were being 
offered at some 2-year colleges and (a few) 4-year universities (Source Varty, A.K. 2016. 
“Options for Online Undergraduate Courses in Biology at American Colleges and Universities.” 
Life Sciences Education 15(4)). Professional acceptance of online laboratory courses is very low 
among scholars and experts. Many United States medical schools are not allowing online 
laboratory courses to transfer in (although this is very difficult for them to track). Some 
organizations such as the American Chemical Society (ACS) and the National Science 
Teacher’s Association (NSTA) do not consider virtual laboratories equivalent to traditional 
laboratory experiences.  

A quick refresher was submitted on the core definition and educational requirements of a 
laboratory-type course. Laboratory-type courses are classified very differently from lecture-type 
courses and have very different expectations in both the student learning and assessment 
process. Students in laboratory-type courses are expected to engage within an immersive and 
experiential environment, where hands-on experiments or activities that illustrate or augment the 
material are presented in the corresponding lecture (or in their program overall). Many teaching 
laboratories are expected to simulate a professional workspace and train professional skills 
within the workspace. Laboratory-type courses are therefore much more closely allied to 
practicum, internship, work-study, and vocational course types than they are to lecture course 
types.  
 
The educational expectations intrinsic to laboratory-type courses present far greater challenges 
for adapting them into non-traditional instructional formats (compared to most lecture-type 
courses). There are two strategies currently employed in the U.S. for “fully online” laboratories. 
One strategy utilizes “lab kits” that students purchase and operate at home. This essentially 
allows students to recreate components of a conventional teaching laboratory and perform 
many of the same activities. The other strategy makes use of advances in computer-based 
simulation and virtual reality, substituting “virtual laboratory, click and drag” experiences and 
assessment for direct physical laboratory interaction.  
 
Cluster members who have operated teaching fully online laboratories were asked to talk about 
their experiences. One professor using kit-based online laboratories volunteered. She described 
chronic problems that many students have in online laboratory formats (e.g. working alone, 
following detailed directions remotely). The extremely high extra teaching workload required to 
operate a fully online laboratory, combined with low student success rates, convinced this 
professor to cease offering this alternative option after Spring 2019. 
 
Concerns were raised about providing an academically appropriate laboratory experience 
without providing the physical laboratory environment and/or laboratory-based training and 
assessment. Additional concerns were raised in that that learning objectives for (some) of 
PBSC’s laboratory courses may (inadvertently) not be fully incorporating (or explaining) the 
experiential and applied learning/assessment process intrinsic to the college laboratory course 
type. For example, BSC 1005L is a laboratory course but the learning outcomes for it are so 
broad and non-specific that there is no surety that any appropriate laboratory-based curriculum 
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could be taking place within it. Historically this would not have been considered a problem as 
the assumption had always been that all laboratory courses took place within a professional 
laboratory environment. With that historical assumption of an appropriate experiential curriculum 
potentially no longer valid, “tightening up” of laboratory-course learning outcomes might be a 
prudent action both internally (course quality) and externally (course transfer evaluation).  
 
Cluster faculty who have taught fully online laboratory courses were asked if they would give 
short presentations about them at the August 2019 meeting. These would serve as a tangible 
starting point for professors to better understand the special requirements and challenges for a 
fully online instructional and assessment format. Polling of Cluster faculty discovered that only 
three or four professors have designed and run fully online labs, and only one professor 
volunteered to possibly talk about it at the August meeting. This proposal was dropped.  
 
Some Cluster professors expressed interest in exploring what new modalities of teaching are 
currently available for online laboratories. Interest was also expressed in examining hybrid-lab 
options where partial laboratory environment curriculum is supplemented with online curriculum. 
These formats are much rarer than even fully online laboratory courses, but they do exist. 
 
The Cluster was asked if fully online laboratory courses would be equivalent to conventional 
laboratory courses. Positive responses were very low and/or noncommittal.   

 
The Cluster was asked if online components were useful in *supplementing* conventional 
laboratory courses. There were far more responses to this and they were generally very 
favorable. Online simulations or exercises were used by several professors as “pre-labs”, 
learning accessories, and standalone assessments for specific applications.  
 
The remark was brought up that learning outcomes in laboratory-type courses might benefit 
from re-visiting for purposes of online format integration. Such re-visitation of learning outcomes 
might be combined (with the previously argued) learning outcome review for ensuring 
experiential quality. Extending this argument, it might be conducive to combine a laboratory 
course’s learning outcome review with its regularly scheduled laboratory textbook committees. 
This would be extremely efficient and also maximize faculty feedback.  

 
Action: Cluster would like to continue discussing online laboratory courses at August meeting.  
 
 
ITEM 9.  Other.  
 
a. Textbook selection sign-ups (Fall Development Day meeting) (BSC 1005L, BSC 1010/1011, 
BSC 1010L, EVR 1001, BSC 2085/2086, BSC 2085L/2086L) 
 
b. Professor Rozenna Carr (adjunct – biology department) attended cluster meeting 
 
c. Professor Laura Clouse (English professor) attended cluster meeting for the Emerging 
Leaders program – also contributed with discussion for Agenda Item #3 

 
 

Meeting Adjourn Time: 3:45pm 
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TEXTBOOK ADOPTIONS – LISTINGS 
   

TEXTBOOK ADOPTIONS for the Academic Year – current. 
Yellow highlights indicate the new selections to be voted upon at NEXT year’s spring 2020 meeting.  
meeting.  
 
BSC1005 - “What is Life?  A Guide to Biology”,4th Ed.   
Author:  Phelan       Publisher:  W.H. Freeman   
First year adopted: 2018-2019 
 
BSC1005L - “Thinking about Biology, an Introductory Lab Manual”, 5th ed. – customized for PBSC  
Author:  Bres & Weisshaar     Publisher:  Pearson  
First year adopted:  2017-2018 
 
BSC1010/1011 – “Campbell Biology”, 11th Ed.       
Authors:  Reece, Urry, Cain, Wasserman, Minorsky & Jackson Publisher:  Pearson 
Note: Check with your publisher’s rep if your campus wants to also order the soft cover version 
separately for Bio 1 and Bio 2.    First year adopted:  2017-2018 
 
BSC1010L – “Experiments in General Biology 1”, 3rd Ed.     
Author:   Hartman         Publisher:  Hayden-McNeil  
First year adopted:  2017-2018 
   
BCS1011L - “Biology Laboratory Manual”, 1st Ed., custom PBSC edition    
Authors:   Vodopich & Moore     Publisher:  McGraw-Hill 
First year adopted:  2018-2019  
 
EVR1001 (BSC1050 previously) - “Visualizing Environmental Science” 5th Ed.    
Authors: Hassenzahl, Hager, Berg;     Publisher:  Wiley 
First year adopted:  2017-2018 
 
BSC2085/86 – “Visual Anatomy & Physiology”, 3rd edition. 
Author:  Martini, Ober, Nath, Bartholomew, Petti   Publisher:  Pearson   
First year adopted: 2017-18 
 
BSC2085/86Labs – “Visual Anatomy & Physiology Lab Manual” 2nd edition.  – customized for PBSC 
Author:  Sarikas      Publisher:   Pearson 
First year adopted: 2017-2018 
 
BSC2421 – “Principles and Techniques of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology”, 7th Ed.   
Author: Wilson & Walker   Publisher: Cambridge University Press 
First year adopted:  2018-2019 
 
MCB2010 –  Microbiology: An Introduction, 13th Ed.  
Author:  Tortora, Funke & Case;       
Publisher:  Pearson       
First year adopted:  2019-2020 
 
MCB2010L –  Microbiology Laboratory Theory & Application – customized for PBSC  
Author:  Leboffe & Pierce;       
Publisher:  Morton 
First year adopted:  2019-2020
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Attendance (* indicates absence; ** indicates sabbatical or away on college business)  
 

Last Name First Name/ Init Title Discipline Campus MS 

Allen  Carolyn Prof. Biology BR 44 

Ammons Archie W Dr. Biology BR 44 

Aviles Hernan Dr. Biology LW 56 

* Best Latsy Prof. Biology & Physical Science PBG 45 

      

Carrasco Emilio Dr, Biology LW 56 

Gharti-Chhetri  Gokarna Dr. Biology LW 56 

Chandramohan Sankaranarayana Dr. Biology LW 43 

Christensen         Cheryl  Dr. Biology LW 56 

Clementz Mark Dr. Biology PBG 45 

Fairbanks  Tod Dr. Biology/ Bio Tech PBG 45 

* Gorgevska Alexandra Dr.  Bio Tech & Chemistry PBG 45 

Kachlany Matthew Dr. Biology LW 56 

** King Nathaniel Prof. Biology BR 44 

Liang Lee Dr. Biology LW 56 

Mercer Becky Dr. Biotechnology PBG 45 

      

Miles Jessica Dr. Environmental Science PBG 45 

Pacovsky Raymond Dr. Biology/Env PBG 45 

Ray Charlie Dr. Biology PBG 45 

Rogers George Dr. Horticulture/Env. PBG 45 

Royer Steven Prof. Biology LW 56 

Rudayeva Yelena Dr. Biology LW 56 

Stashenko Vetaley Dr. Biology BG 43 

Schmidt Sung Ji K Dr. Biology PBG 45 

Schmidt Waweise Dr. Biology & Physical Science PGB 45 

Volpe Stefania Prof. Biology BR 44 

Walker Candace Prof. Biology/Env BG 43 

* Venereo Jesus Dr. Biology BG 43 

          
 
Submitted by: 
 
 

Archie Ammons, Scribe 
 


